Apprenticeship Programmes

Why join Modular Automation?
- We are leaders in automation
- Learn from our experienced team
- Gain hands on experience in engineering and automation

What are we looking for?
- Strong academic record with project work in STEM subjects
- Good team player
- Enthusiastic and positive attitude

Machine Building
- Our machine builders are skilled workers who utilise precision tools in the production of complex automation machines
- You will be trained in a broad range of toolmaking and machine building skills
- You will gain experience using power tools, CNC machines and 3D Modelling software
- You will learn to interpret engineering drawings and technical data to ensure correct assembly of manufactured parts

Electrical
- Our electricians are involved in the wiring, testing, commissioning and installation of a wide variety of automation equipment
- You will be trained to qualify as an electrician
- You will have the opportunity to work with the latest technology
- You will work with technical drawings and gain experience using the latest electrical schematic software

Apply Now
Email hr@modularauto.ie or visit www.modular-global.com/careers